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Women in European Folk Religion

by Max Dashú 
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Queries: maxdashu@LMI.net    510.654-9298

A rich new perspective  
on women in European 

culture and history
“I have rarely, if ever, seen a book on these topics 
that went so far into the traditions, explored 
them so widely and deeply, and provided a truly 
unique window into our spiritual past with such 
care  and intelligence. Well-written, and a one-
of-a-kind resource... a treasure trove.” —Sharon 
Paice MacLeod, in Sagewoman, Spring 2017

“Reading this book is like opening a box filled 
with jewels left to you by ancestors you never 
knew you had. Thank you, Max for your bril-
liant work. May it change the way we see the 
world!” —Carol Christ, co-author of Goddess 
and God in the World: Conversations in  
Embodied Theology, in Feminism and Religion

“It is such a great book ... so resonantly rich, 
pertinent and useful. It’s a book you want 
libraries to have… vitally essential. We need 
this counsel, knowledge, discernment... which 
is the antidote to colonialism. I am wildly and 
deeply enthused about the work of Max Dashu... 
40 years to write this book... and it’s rich, rich, 
rich.” —Caroline Casey, Coyote Network News

“Many of us involved in women’s spirituality 
consider Dashú the most thorough, reliable, 
and authoritative contemporary historian of 
women... Her analysis and tracing of words and 
their cognates, as well as deities, through lan-
guages and cultures is not only illuminating but 
can also become breathtaking.” —Judith Laura, 
review in Medusa Coils 

“Max Dashú writes with lucidity and a compelling aware-
ness of the silencing of women in patriarchal religion. 
Max has spent decades excavating the exceptionally rich 
materials—linguistic, archaeological, mythological—
found in this book, and uncovering clues to the spiritual 
spheres of pre-patriarchal women. A true tour de force!” 
—Miriam Robbins Dexter, author of Whence the Goddess-
es and professor of Indo-European Studies, UCLA
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What they’re saying about Witches and Pagans:  
Women in European Folk Religion 

“A monumental moment in women’s history, as well as Pagan history, is upon us, with the 
release of Max Dashu’s new book Witches and Pagans. Over 40 years worth of research and 
effort created this book, and its companion volumes to follow. It’s a landmark work, eas-
ily the most important new Pagan title of the year, if not the decade.” —Yeshe Matthews, 
co-founder, Mothers of New Time

“Max Dashú’s life long passion for re-search has produced this astounding volume, finding 
female forms buried in religious and academic traditions of masculine convention. So much 
has been erased, covered over, re-named, rendered invisible, beyond imagination. This vol-
ume is a necessary and timely journey of reclamation as Max Dashú traces shifts in mean-
ings while bringing us folk tales, priestcraft distortions, scholarly problems and this ground-
ing story of female traditions. —Sarah Lucia Hoagland, author, Lesbian Ethics
“I have a huge amount of respect and admiration for your work. Witches and Pagans is a 
treasure-trove of of suppressed and lost information, lost no more thanks to you!” — Mary 
Mackey, author of The Earthsong Trilogy
The book is amazing... I find your writing very clear and grounding, very earthy... it feels 
good to know that many people are interested in it and reading it. also the list of volumes to 
come is very exciting! What a gigantic work you are doing..” —Giulia Essyad

“Readers will find Max Dashu’s Witches and Pagans an amazing treasure trove of informa-
tion. My background is in medieval history, so through Dashu’s work I am meeting many 
old friends in a new light. She delves deep into the true origin and nature of two of society’s 
most marginalized groups, to offer new perspectives with gems of understanding and  
remembering to students, seekers, and anyone who has ever wondered.” —Mary Petiet,  
author of Minerva’s Owls, Homebound Publications, 2017
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So, explained an Old English translator, witches counseled 
the people to “bring their offerings to earth-fast stone, 
and also to trees and to wellsprings—as the witches teach.” 
These women were carrying out ceremonies of reverence 
for Nature —something very different than what we have 
been taught about witches. 

In this compelling exploration of language, archaeology, 
medieval literature and art, Max Dashu pulls the covers 
off of heritages known to few but scholarly specialists. 
She shows that the old ethnic names for “witch” signify 
wise-woman, prophetess, diviner, healer, and dreamer.  
 
She fleshes out the spiritual culture of the Norse völur, with 
their incantations, oracular ceremonies, and “sitting-out” 
on the land for wisdom. As archaeology now shows, their 
ritual staffs symbolized the distaff, a spinning tool that 
connects with broader European themes of goddesses, fates, 
witches, and female power.

Witches and Pagans is a sourcebook on heathen traditions:  
Anglo-Saxon proverbs about Wyrd as weaver of destiny, 
and fatas, faeries and elves. It plunges down to the mega-
lithic taproot of the elder kindreds and the ancestral Old 
Woman the Irish knew as the Cailleach.

Swa wiccan taeca∂ ::: “as the witches teach”  

The book draws on Frankish and German priestly sources to trace the 
foundational witch-legend of the Women Who Go by Night with the 
Goddess, “the witch Holda,” and her links to women’s spinning sacra-
ments. It also examines the sexual politics of early witch burnings and 
the female ordeal of walking on red-hot ploughshares. Other chapters 
scan the cultural record to uncover herb-chanters, crystal balls, runes, 
and concepts of soul, spirit, and vital power. 

Putting the common woman at the center results in a very different Eu-
ropean history than what is usually taught. Max Dashu has mined sagas, 
laws, church canons, illuminated manuscripts and sculpture to uncover  
the spiritual leadership of women, and the goddesses, fates, and ancestors 
they revered. 

Witches and Pagans gathers many lost strands to reweave the ripped webs 
of women’s culture in a Europe that has been hidden from view.

408 pages. 140 illustrations. Endnotes and bibliography. 
See contents, preface, and chapter excerpts at www.veleda.net/
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Max Dashu founded the Suppressed Histories Archives in 1970, to 
research and document women’s history on a global scale. She built 
up a collection of 15,000 slides and 30,000 digital images. From 
these archaeological and historic images she has created 150 visual 
presenta tions on female cultural heritages.  

Dashu began to present slide shows in 1974, mostly at feminist 
bookstores and coffeehouses, to make women’s history accessible. 
She has since presented hundreds of visual talks to all kinds of 
audiences: at universities, conferences, museums, bookstores, 
community centers, libraries and schools, in North America, 
Europe, and Australia. She has keynoted at numerous conferences, 
and published in numerous journals and anthologies, such as  
Goddesses in World Mythology (Praeger, 2010).  
 
This book is the first volume to be published in the series Secret 
History of the Witches. (See outline of its volumes on page 6.) Either 
of two live in-person visual presentations can be scheduled as book 
tour events: Witches and Pagans; or The Distaff: Fates, Witches and 
Women’s Power. [Requires digital projector.] maxdashu@LMI.net 
  
Daily posts on the Suppressed Histories page on Facebook 
are followed by 156,000 people from around the world. Page views 
of Dashu’s articles (and advance book excerpts) consistently remain 
in the top 1% on Academia.edu.  
(https://suppressedhistories.academia.edu/MaxDashu )

Max Dashu has created two videos with a fully international 
scope: Women’s Power in Global Pers  pec tive (2008) and Woman 
Shaman: the Ancients (2013). Her Heritages poster series illustrates 
global patterns such as Female Icons; Breastpots, and Vulva Stones. 

Dashu offers live webcasts of her visual talks, including Rebel 
Shamans: Women Confront Empire; Deasophy; Witch Hunts; Female 
Rebels and Mavericks; and Female Icons. A full listing of presen  -
tations (or rather those digitized so far) can be viewed on the 
Suppressed Histories Archives website, along with many articles 
and book excerpts. 

www.suppressedhistories.net
Women’s Power in  
Global Perspective

video (2008)

Woman Shaman: the Ancients
double disc video (2013)

Max Dashu speaking at book release


